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Directions For Crystal City, Arlington Office (Address Above)

Walking From Metro:
Once you scan your SmarTrip card to exit the station, you will go up one flight of escalators. There will be a path
down a white marble hallway to your left, more escalators ahead, and a staircase to your right leading to
restaurants. You will take the path left down the white marble hallway.
Continue straight on this path until you see a sign above your head with “2001 Jefferson Davis Hwy” on it with
elevators to your left & right. Take any of these elevators to the 12th floor, and we are located in suite 1201.
*After 5pm, you will need to pick up the landline phone attached to the wall near the directory map by these
elevators & say “I have an appointment on the 12th Floor, I am currently on level G1, the password is Flowers.”

Parking Locations:
On the corner of Crystal Drive & 20th Street, there is a restaurant “McCormick & Schmick's”. There are two parking
garages you may enter on that corner, one to the left of the restaurant (on Crystal Drive) and one to the right of
the restaurant (on 20th Street). The garage on Crystal Drive will allow you to park on level G2, while the garage on
20th Street will allow you to park on level G1. Either of these options are fine; once parked, please use the
appropriate elevators (labelled “2001 Jefferson Davis Hwy”) to reach the 12th Floor.
*After 5pm, you will need to pick up the landline phone attached to the wall near the directory map by these
elevators & say “I have an appointment on the 12th Floor, I am currently on level G1, the password is Flowers.” On
level G2, this phone is located outside of the elevator lobby.
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